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Welcome from the President
Welcome to our first yearbook, now planned as a regular feature in the IIID calendar.
You may be aware that in the recent period the IIID has undergone a major
restructuring following the retirement of the founding director Peter Simlinger. Peter
set up the IIID in 1986 and was the Director until 2014. It was my privilege to mark
his achievement by making a presentation to him at our Vision Plus symposium in
Birmingham UK in September last year.
The principal purposes of the IIID, to promote awareness of and the need for good
information design internationally, remain unchanged. Following the restructuring we
now have three core organisational bodies.
First and foremost, as previously, there is the General Assembly (GA) of all members
that meets every two years. In future we are planning these to take place by internet
link, possibly over several days, to facilitate participation by our global membership.
The GA approves policy and plans proposed to it, electing the members of its
Executive Board (EB) to carry them out.
The second body then is the Executive Board of Vice-Presidents (VP), each responsible
for delivering and aspect of IIID business. You will see a report from each VP in this
yearbook. The EB is presided over by the President.
The third and important new body is the IIID network of World Regional Representatives
(WRR). These act as our points of contact across the globe and many have submitted
reports on activities in their regions. These reports provide the bulk of this yearbook.
In the first instance the WRR are appointed by me as President and thereafter their
tenure may be renewed by the GA. The network is a developing one and a glance at
the distribution map will show that whilst extensive there are still areas where recruits
are needed.
I take this opportunity to thank all our WRR members for their hard work in establishing
the network and also Claudine Jaenichen who, as IIID VP Communications, facilitates
it—she is the driving force behind the yearbook.
I also thank all the members of the EB for their work within their respective portfolios
and for there steadfast support of me as together we have driven forward the changes
that I trust will now allow the IIID to continue its mission successfully into the future.
Finally my thanks go to all our members, both individual and institutional, for their
continued engagement. I hope you find in this publication some useful information and
that through it you are able to make some profitable connections
—Clive Richards, President

Retired Director, Peter Simlinger
receiving his IIID Laureate from
President, Professor Emeritus Clive
Richards. The Laureate is awarded only
to those who have made an outstanding
contribution to information design on
the international stage.
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About IIID
The International Institute for Information Design (IIID) is a global network of individuals
and organisations who are interested in optimizing information and information systems
for knowledge transfer in everyday life, business, education and science. Our aims
are to stimulate internationally the development, recognition and good practice of
information design in its broadest sense.
Over the years IIID has contributed significantly towards developing information design
as an independent interdisciplinary field of knowledge and professional practice. Our
aim is to document relevant information and make it generally accessible, to carry out
research within our possibilities and in co-operation with our members and to find new
ways of incorporating information design in education.
Through interdisciplinary and international co-operation IIID has established links to
renowned universities, research laboratories and design companies. Click here for a
list of current member organizations: www.iiid.net/membership/member-organizations

Peter Simlinger
There can be no first edition of the IIID yearbook without mentioning our founder,
Peter Simlinger. In 1986 – 30 years ago – he founded this organisation with great
foresight and vision. He has contributed considerably towards creating the discipline
of information design. In 2015 Peter Simlinger was presented with the IIID Laureate for
his leadership and distinctive achievement in information design.
The whole information design community owes a great debt of gratitude to Peter for
setting up and leading the IIID until stepping down in 2014 as its founding director.
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IIID and Education
One of IIID’s major concerns has always been information design education.
IIID initiated and completed a project between 2003 and 2007 within the EU/US
Cooperation Program in Higher Education and Vocational Education and Training. The
project was called ‘Development of International Core
Competencies and Student and Faculty Exchange in Information Design (idX)’.
The resulting report still provides a useful base for the development of courses in
information design.
http://www.iiid.net/idx-information-design-core-competencies/
In 2015, an initial list of about 150 institutes teaching ‘Information Design’ was made.
The list shows that there are courses in about twenty countries on all continents.
Information design is taught on Bachelor, Masters, and PhD level in universities,
and it is also taught in short-courses and in non-degree courses. The courses are
frequently based in a design department, but there are also ocourses in departments
of engineering, library sciences and institutes of technology.
The course contents of these educational programs varies substantially, depending on
the definition of ‘information design’, the available staff, and the institutional support.
The core of these programs is the same: ‘developing visual information that enables
people to act’, but the manner in which it is taught, the projects themselves, and the
assessments differ a great deal.

idX Development of International Core Competencies
and Student and Faculty Exchange in Information
Design
within the EU/US Cooperation Program in Higher
Education and Vocational Education and Training
2007-08-31

idX Development of International Core Competencies
and Student and Faculty Exchange in Information Design

The initial aim of the educational list was to provide a resource for students. Further
developments of the list is likely to increase awareness of IIID-activities, and enhance
networking. Later on, the list could be used to investigate the different teaching
approaches in order to find ‘best practices’.

Information Design: Core Competencies
What information designers know and can do

idX project partners and their representatives
Suggested Set of Core Competencies
in Information Design
University Course in Information Design
IDU / Information Design University
Special Interest Group (SIG) for Information Design
Educators
IIID Partner Universities
The International Institute for Information Design
IIID Board Members



The IIID-education list aims for completeness, but due to the frequent restructuring of
courses and educational institutes it is likely that it will always contain some errors. At
the moment, it is updated once a year.
www.iiid.net/education/information-design-courses

idX – Core Competencies – What
information designers know and can do
Development of International Core
Competencies and Student and Faculty
Exchange in Information Design within
the EU/US Cooperation Program
in Higher Education and Vocational
Education and Training (2007).
http://www.iiid.net/idx-informationdesign-core-competencies
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VisionPlus
VisionPlus provides a forum for discussion and the exchange of experience IIID
organizes “Vision Plus”, an international and interdisciplinary symposium under the
patronage of UNESCO.
Since 1996 IIID has staged 16 international interdisciplinary symposia “Vision Plus” in
Austria, USA, Japan, Great Britain, France and India with partners such as universities,
professional organizations, or NGOs.
Events have spanned a wide variety of relevant and topical issues ranging from the
beginnings of the digital age, healthcare, inclusion as well as big data visualization.
The latest in the series:

Vision Plus 16 (2015), Birmingham, UK:
Information + Design = Performance
The sub-title of the 2016 conference was ‘information+design=performance’ and
delegates and presenters from all over the world gathered in the university’s splendid
new Arts, Design and Media Faculty building, in the heart of the city, to exchange
research and practice insights on topics related to this theme. Included were talks on
the improvement of performance through information design in a range fields as well
how arts performance itself, such as dance, can be represented. Much to the delight
of delegates this latter topic was accompanied by some actual dance performance to
demonstrate the notational methods presented.
There was work aimed at improving communication between civic or governmental
agencies and citizens, particularly on the Indian sub-continent, with its huge cultural
and linguistic challenges. Presentations covered the designing of health and well-being
information systems and public service forms as well as approaches to pedestrian
way finding, both physical and digital, plus highway signage lettering. There were also
glimpses of beautifully crafted information graphics within printed antiquarian books
from the renowned Cadbury Research Library in Birmingham and an historical survey
on san serif lettering and its key role in conveying instructional information.
In parallel with the symposium was the exhibition in the Atrium Gallery of the venue:
‘Ivan Chermayeff Posters’. During the Vision Plus 2015 reception on the first day
delegates were treated to an entertaining talk in front of the exhibition of posters on
the life of this great graphic designer. This was delivered by Alan Powers who writes
and lectures on 20th century art and architecture.
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IIID Vision Plus 2015

information + design = performance
IIID Vision Plus 2015

information + design = performance

Session_2
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Vision Plus 15 (2014): Transforming Information,
Vienna, Austria
transforming information: a conference to examine the role of the Isotype
Transformer 90 years on …
‘The transformer is someone who is working on behalf of the audience and
intermediary, someone who mediates between the experts and the lay audience you’re
trying to communicate with.’ (Roger Miles 2008).
The graphic language of Isotype with its simple repeated symbols has largely become
just one element in the designer’s toolbox – as Otto Neurath predicted in International
Picture Language in 1936 ‘dependent on their times like all the old sign languages’.
The role of the transformer however, lives on, and this conference demonstrated the
scope of its use among designers practicing today – some of whom may not even be
aware that they are walking in the footsteps of Otto and Marie Neurath.

Marie
”transforming information“
IIID VisionPlus Conference”
Sept-4/5, 2014, Vienna”

Proceedings are available on the the
IIID website, IIID Library:
http://www.iiid.net/public-library/iiidlibrary/

45 participants from 13 countries
and three continents came to Vienna
to share their views on the legacy of
Otto and Marie Neurath.

Previous Vision Plus Symposia
A list of all previous Vision Plus Symposia is available on our website at:
http://www.iiid.net/vision-plus/
Presentations from VisionPlus events since 2003 (VP10) are available on the IIID
website (members only): http://www.iiid.net/members-only/knowledge-base/
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IIID Award

Vienna Sept 2014

IIIDaward
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The aim of IIID has always been to promote and expand information design knowledge
and research. In 2011, the International Institute for Information Design celebrated
its 25th anniversary. It was time for us to acknowledge the best in what information
design has to offer by introducing the IIID Awards. The competition is held every three
years with 2017 as the next date to look forward to.
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Information design is applied in many different fields. This has led us to develop 15
categories focused on specific subject areas. The categories are:
–– Healthcare
–– Financial
–– Wayshowing
–– Traffic and Public Transport
–– Social Affairs
–– Emergency / Safety
–– Corporate Design and Communications
–– Didactics
–– Products and Services
–– Editorial
–– Universal Design
–– Future Concepts
–– Research
–– Sustainability,
–– and a special category for Student Work.
In 2014 the Grand Prix winner was TDL London for their refugee leaflet (see
next page).
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The IIID Award goes on tour, the 2014 exhibition has been in: Zagreb/Croatia,
Birmingham/UK, Vienna/Austria, Riga/Latvia, Split/Croatia, Marktoberdorf/Bavaria,
Dornbirn/Austria, Innsbruck/Austria, Krems/Austria, Vaduz/Liechtenstein, Puglia/Italy.
Still to come and under under negotiation/to be confirmed: Taipeh/Taiwan,
Graz/Austria, Sidney/Australia, Calgary/Canada.
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Social Affairs
CARE Refugee Leaflet

Contact:
name: Victoria Tomlinson
company/organisation: TDL-London

What was the challenge?

What was the solution?

What was the effect?

CARE international asked for our help
during the crisis in Syria, when millions
of people were fleeing the country.
They urgently needed a leaflet to help
refugees prepare for the colder months by
‘winterising’ their accommodation within
neighbouring countries. We only had five
days to design the document for use on
the field.

The project was tracked each day
through Behance, enabling CARE to view
progress and invite feedback from a wider
population.

We are really proud of this project and it
has been fantastic working on something
that we know can make a real difference to
people’s lives.

Symbols
As the final product was going to educate
the user and act as a call to action for
varied levels of literacy, we used symbols
to represent certain elements and actions;
this enabled us to minimalise text.
Feedback was sought on the perception of
these symbols throughout the design stage.

CARE said: “CARE worked with TDL
to produce an easy-to-understand
“Winterising your home” leaflet, which we
handed refugees to let them know what
else they can do to protect themselves
against the cold weather. The design was
effective in communicating simple but vital
methods refugees could employ to insulate
their shelters using readily available
materials, alleviating their suffering in the
cold.”

The brief was to design a leaflet that was
suitable for varied levels of literacy and
clearly explained how to keep warm. The
leaflet would be handed out with ‘non food
items’, i.e. equipment to help winterise
accommodation. It needed to highlight the
benefits of winterising over just ‘buying
another heater’.
The constraints for the project were:
• Two sided for cheap on-site printing.
• To be clear and easy to understand
with a heavy focus on visuals not just
text.
• Designed in English and Arabic.
• Explain the priorities of keeping warm
as stated by ‘Global Shelter Cluster’
best practice.
CARE said: “Winter in Syria and the
surrounding region is cold and harsh. In
Jordan, more than half a million refugees
from Syria have sought shelter after being
forced to flee their homes. Most of them
are staying in run-down apartments with
nothing but a few old mattresses. In
the winter, CARE has helped families to
cope during the freezing temperatures,
distributing cash to buy heaters, blankets
and fuel refills to refugees.”

Calls to Action
The use of illustrated people ‘performing’
the actions helps the user to understand
the ‘how’ rather than just the final
outcome. The illustrations also give ‘good
and bad’ situations for easy comparison.
The use of 3D illustrations helped to
add ‘texture’ to the heat and ventilation
impacting actions.

Eman Ismail,
Program Director/ Urban Emergency
Response Program, CARE Jordan

Life size measurement rule
One of the main challenges was to portray
the requirement to prevent heat loss,
but still retain good ventilation to reduce
carbon monoxide build up. A life size
measurement rule was used to highlight
how wide the ventilation gap should be,
this enabled the leaflet to act as a tool as
well as for information sharing.
Line Art
We used simple line art and clear
messaging to ensure the leaflet was
suitable for all literacy levels. Different
line weights were used to define objects,
with circles used to ‘zoom in’ on elements
defining ‘good’ and ‘bad’ more clearly, and
arrows and colour depicting heat.

CARE International
is a global
confederation
of 14 member
organisations
working together
to end poverty.

Life-size dimensions were shown
on the space dedicated to carbon
monoxide poisoning.

Formed in 2011, TDL London is run by
husband and wife team Oliver and
Victoria Tomlinson.
This was a fantastic project to work on;
truly focussed on the end user, and highlights
the value of information design within a
social context. The design process required
clear and efficient communication between
a variety of stakeholders, enabling a
successful and long-lasting design solution.
It was great to see this project appreciated
by the IIID committee and ultimately making
a real difference.
Oliver Tomlinson
Creative Director
TDL London

e-mail: victoria@tdl-london.com
website: www.tdl-london.com

They are a design consultancy based in
Richmond, committed to making things
easy to understand. Specialising in
Information Design, TDL London creates
solutions that are intuitive, engaging to
read and easy to follow.
TDL London works with a wide range of
organisations helping them to communicate
internally, externally and win work. From
bid graphics to user journeys, they love
transforming all sorts of complex data.

Circles were used to ‘zoom in’ on
elements defining ‘good’ and ‘bad’
more clearly.

TDL London employs five full time
designers. And of course, the team
wouldn’t be complete without the support
of Victoria’s two miniature dachshunds,
who are regularly in the office, providing
motivational ball playing and relaxing
lunchtime walks!
Contact
Oliver Tomlinson, TDL London
oliver@tdl-london.com
www.tdl-london.com
For a complete description of the design
process we used within this project, please
see the blog entry on our website

Working up the translated version
required flipped designs (for reading
right to left) and a specialist Arabic
typeface.
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IIID Initiatives
Japan Study Tour
For the first time IIID offered a study tour, exclusively for our members, friends and associates with cooperation of IIID and the Japanese Sign Design Association. We visited
Japan, where the focus was on Public Transport Design, Travel Style and Passengers
Experience.
We began in Tokyo using metro, bus and taxi and discovered Tokyo´s places of interest. We visited the brand new Tokyo Sky Tree and was a guest of the JR East Frontier
Service Research Laboratory to exchange ideas and expertise with local professionals
at the seminar, organized by the Japanese Sign Design Association.
After heading to Kyoto by Shinkansen the 9-hours capsule hotel welcomed us to stay,
before the route led to Osaka to have a detailed observation of the transport system.
The way back to Tokyo was a unique experience by overnight-bus and ended with a
guided tour at the Haneda Airport.
Optional post-trip extension was offered to Naoshima, best known for the Benesse
House complex and Chichu Art Museum in the Inner Sea of Japan.
OSAKA
KYOTO
TOKYO
NAOSHIMA
(optional)
SEMINAR
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Re///Action: Information Design Workshop,
Bologna, Italy
Social realities and the need for becoming an active part of change. Based on this
theme the project was developed in two parts: action (finding, identifying, designing),
and reaction (interaction, engagement).
The image of the “Red factory” was the starting point, representative of “red” Bologna
(La Rossa). It served as a key to reading the city, to associations with the place and
to interacting with those who live there. In a series of interviews participants reached
out to local residents, identifying issues that touch peoples’ lives. Three projects were
identified that not only reflected reality, but also caught peoples’ imagination, sparking ideas and requiring action/reaction by and from residents as well as the City: the
decline of small businesses, the lack of communication with local artists and the many
abandoned bicycles in the city.

The red factory

RE///ACTION Bologna 2014

foto di partenza

BOLOGNA 2014
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IIID Around the World
IIID World Regional Representatives (WRRs)
IIID world regions may be a single country or a collection of geographically adjacent or
related states. World Regional Representatives (WRRs) represent the IIID by providing
a point of contact for the IIID within their regions. Through their local contacts they
promote IIID events and gather intelligence on matters within their regions relevant to
the interests of the IIID.
They regularly supply the IIID Vice-President (Communications) with updates on
information design developments within their locale for inclusion in ID Community
News and other IIID media. They also prepare reports annually on their activities for
IIID Executive Board and General Assembly.
WRRs are enlisted through being nominated and elected, or re-elected, by the
IIID General Assembly on a biennial basis, in the same manner as members of the
Executive Board.

WRR
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WRR

Current WRR network members
Australia David Sless
Austria Florian Halm
Canada AB Gillian Harvey
Canada BC Katherine Gillieson
Colombia Mario Fernando Uribe O.
Denmark Annegrete Mølhave
Finland Stefania Passera
France Giuseppe Attoma
Germany Diana Frank
Greece Jenny Darzentas
Hong Kong Ben Mau
India Rupesh Vyas
Italy Gabriele Musella
		 Daniela Piscitelli
Japan Andreas Schneider
Jordan Essam Abu Awad
Mexico María González de Cossío
Netherlands Karel van der Waarde
New Zealand Eden Potter
Norway Ole Lund
Taiwan Tingyi Lin
USA California Claudine Jaenichen
USA Florida Wes Ervin
USA Michigan Judith Moldenhauer
USA New York Gordon Akwera
USA Washington Karen Cheng

Notes on WRR Contributions
Fourteen reports were received varying in depth and content
including naming organizations related to our field, events
and news, workshops, publications, curriculum and course
offerings, and happenings within professional practice and
research projects. These reports provided us with reflection
and guidance in articulating useful information and encouraged
us to develop a WRR Charter. Because of the work completed
in these first reports, we decided to unify the second report
with “fixed information” to be more useful to our membership.
A big thank you to our WRR’s who have already improved the
beginnings of this program.
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Featured WRR:
Interview with Maria Gonzalez de Cossio
Where did you get your start in information design?
My starting point in information design, as a formal area of study, goes back
to 1995 when I had the chance to work with Gui Bonsiepe. He was invited to
be the coordinator of the master’s programme at Universidad de las Américas
Puebla, Mexico, where I was head of the Graphic Design Department. Together,
with Gui’s advanced vision, we developed an innovative curriculum that included
theoretical fundamentals as well as practical and effective solutions to a variety
of information design problems. Recognized academic and professionals, such
as Gui Bonsiepe, David Skopec, Hanno Ehses, Sharon Poggenpohl, César
González Ochoa, Michael Renner, Kris Lenk, Jorge Frascara, Heiner Jacob
(), Óscar Díez (), Ken Garland, and other dear friends from different parts of
the world and from Mexico taught in the programme. Their knowledge and
experience were an insight for most students, including myself.
The dynamics of the master’s programme was quite unique at the time. In
order to distract teachers from their full time jobs, they were invited to teach
intensively during two weeks, follow up with on-line advisory and discussion,
and evaluation of final projects. By 1996, we were combining on-site studies
and use of electronic media.
The master’s programme was so influential that by 2000 we started the first
bachelor’s degree in information design in the country. Even though few new
students understood what was the new programme about, we had one of the
largest generation registering.
Since then, I have been involved in information design at different universities.
Right now, at Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Cuajimalpa, we are
combining information design, communication strategies and interaction
systems in an interdisciplinary master’s programme. The enrichment of other
views has helped students and teachers to approach complex problems such

WRR
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as migration, flooding in large areas or infrastructure governmental changes.
The solutions proposed have been ambitious electronic platforms to follow
migrants navigation in interactive maps, exhibitions about flooding, landslide
and water resource use as informal education, or the development of electronic
devices to analyse and discuss infrastructure governmental projects that affect
a large number of inhabitants. As you can see, the type of problems requires
that students and teachers dedicate almost a year to frame the problem and
look for a viable solution.
What was the most life-changing project you worked on?
We had the chance to study electoral forms that changed authorities’ views and
avoided future political problems. It all started in July 2006 when presidential
elections were almost invalidated. The claim from the unsuccessful candidate
was the irregularity of the numbers reported. In other words, many official
electoral forms were not filled adequately because of their complexity. What
happened? Electoral officials had problems understanding what information
should be included in the forms, how to make basic arithmetical operations
and how to report the number of valid and invalid votes, and the number that
every candidate obtained. More than half of the forms (54,111) had at least one
mistake or were incorrectly filled, and that implied that the electoral process
was not regarded as clean as desired. That almost provoked a political crisis
after the elections. A variety of explanations were advanced by especialists,
and discussions in newspaper articles and seminars explained the problem in
algorithmic, probability studies, and political terms. However, most problems
relied on the design of electoral forms and how they required electoral officials
to give the precise information, especially how to do the counting, adding or
subtracting the number of people who did not vote.
As designers we became involved because we realised it was an information
design problem. It was, indeed, an arithmetical and a presentation of information
problem: it was very difficult for electoral officials to make operations from
bottom to top, then compare the result to that of another equation that appeared
in another section, and then go back to the initial operation and settle the result.
It is a tongue twister. Electoral officials had to report the correct number, after
eight hours of work –or more-, tension and conflict within party observers, write
energetically -so seven copies by means of tracing paper could be consulted-,
and repetition of data in several other forms. This was the context of filling forms
just after the electoral booths closed.
We developed different solutions that included the design of four different forms
to facilitate officials’ work during the electoral process. We designed different
ballots that prevented problems such as unclear marking and dubious decisions,

WRR
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and a counting machine to avoid mistakes while adding votes.
This set of information design products were presented at the General Executive
Board of the National Electoral Institute for discussion and improvement. The
main changes that my colleague and I proposed were accepted and applied to
further forms. In the following elections, this problem never appeared again.
There has been no discussion on the results reported on the forms by
electoral officials.
This project can tell you a bit of my interests and passion for information design
that rely on the idea that it can contribute significantly to solve many sorts
of problems and improve social wellbeing. I have also had the opportunity to
work in different projects with challenging objectives related to education, to
help people in their daily activities, to help consumers in responsible use of
medicines, etc.
What opportunities in information design do you see specific to the area
you live in?
I live and work in Mexico City and there is a wide field of information design
opportunities in the country. The need for better communication, clear, open,
transparent is urgent. The need to understand data, to democratise information
and presentation of texts that allow us to interact with whatever type of
document is compelling. Many designers usually do not care about the structure
and contents of the document, neither of the type of language it is used being
imperative, subtle, manipulating, etc. There are plenty of problems that need to
be addressed. As an example, a linguistics teacher and I have had the chance
to work with our master’s degree students in instructional text problems. Each
time that we present the course we realize more and more how important it is to
work on texts as a specialization. Texts that tell much more than an instruction,
description or explanation, texts that enable people to move in everyday life
through imperative, subtle, manipulative or polite tone of voice.
Information design is indispensable to move, understand issues, help people
make decisions, facilitate people’s lives, in brief, to become independent and
resouceful, as in other parts of the world. Information design in Mexico is
developing slowly but steadily. The field is wide open to professional practice;
I have found that clients are open to new ideas and are surprised to find other
kind of solutions that go beyond graphic traditional answers. However, I would
like to mention two concerns related to my personal perspective on information
design practice in our country:
–– Information design should be considered as a means to promote understanding among people. I believe it is still confusing for some Mexican designers
who may think that information design is about substituting words for picto-

WRR
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grams regardless of problem solving and understanding. I believe there is a
responsibility to use the right combination of image and text for the intended
users and to evaluate the outcomes and be certain that information design
answer is solving the problem.
–– Information design should not be reduced to visualisation. I believe that solutions are not only within the sight range but should be inclusive and consider
audio and touch in order to reach a larger amount of people. If we limit the
scope of information design to mere visualisations, we might ignore the
variety of alternatives that could add content, function and meaning.
Do you have any upcoming projects planned?
Yes, I am working on a very specific research that is geared into discovering
information design objects that have been produced in particular historical dates
of Mexico. Right now I am seeking for images, plans, objects, instructions that
were used during when the first railways were built in the country in the last third
of the nineteenth century. I am trying to understand the environment, costumes,
ideas behind a specific event, date or situation through the information objects
that were used. I believe that the re-construction of the past could contribute to
understand the fundamentals of information design.
Do you have a dream project you would like to work on?
One of the dream or idealistic projects that I have in mind is the production of
information pieces that could clearly represent the ideas behind the political
proposals. Citizens are left out of so many discussions because initiatives are
quite obscure, difficult to understand, complicated and highly specialised, and at
the end, easily destroyed by opposition parties that have the economic power to
buy advertisement campaigns. I wish that citizens could exercise their right to
choose because they are well informed, and they can understand repercussions
of each side of the discussion. Perhaps I am dreaming too much, but imagine
that one could consult the paper or internet and be able to understand each
argument and have the ability to make decisions and influence on the country’s
future. That would be a great legacy to future generations.
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Individual WRR Contributions
MEXICO: María González de Cossío

Transforming policy, changing lives: 5th OECD World Forum
on Statistics, Knowledge and Policy
October 13–14, 2015
IIID is an Associate of the OECD Global Project on
“Measuring the Progress of Societies”.
The 5th OECD World Forum—Transforming policy, changing
lives— was organized by the OECD, INEGI (National Institute
of Statistics and Geography)
and the state of Jalisco in Guadalajara, Mexico. The forum
was held at Expo Guadalajara from 13 to 15 October.
Topics and discussions dealt with pensions, opportunities,
social mobility, poverty, alternative measures of growth,
other than GDP, etc.
A large community of people interested on the topic joined
the Forum. The presenters were highly qualified; among
them, a Nobel prize, Joseph E. Stieglitz and recognised
professionals and academics from many countries. Some
politicians also participated in the discussions.
An interesting event that was included in the programme
and is related to information design was the presentation
of ‘Web-cosi a tool to improve people’s engagement with
statistics’ (http://www.webcosi.eu/). They presented
the winners of a graphic presentation of information
competition; participants transformed data, crossed

information and provided a different way to see the figures.
The winner projects can be seen at: http://wikiprogress.
org/wikiprogress-data-visualization-contest-2015/).
Web-cosi/Wikiprogress is a European institution that has
been working with Enrico Giovanini in launching this tool.
Comment: Enrico Giovanini was very much engaged in the
IIID event at OCDE in 2009 and he is convinced of the value
of information design.
Remarks on the OECD World Forum
I believe that there is an interest in Information Design, but
there is still little knowledge on what it is about, at least
in Mexico. On the other hand, the explosion or excessive
production of icons that try to substitute words for images
indistinctively, and appears as Information Design, can
mislead what really is about our discipline. The web-cosi
project seems to be in the same direction as IIID. It would
be interesting to create alliances with them. I hope that
some of these connections can be fruitful for IIID and for
information designers in Mexico.

Prizes for visualization were
presented by Donatella Fazio, from
the National Statistics Institute
of Italy. Sitting, from left to right:
Kate Scrivens, Wikiprogress, ocde
project; Enrico Giovanini, president
of the consultancy of webcosi; and
the three winners of the competition:
Alice Feng, Andrew Mollica and Fidel
Thomet.
Joseph E. Stiglitz’s presentation
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Participants and promoters in the exhibition. From left to right: Jalisco cómo vamos;
World Bank Group and Open Data; State of Jalisco statistics institute.

Information on first IIID activities in Mexico
1. IIID-MX Facebook page (IIID Mexico)
We opened a Facebook page to start an information design
network. The page was opened four weeks ago and now
has 72 people interacting with it. We have published news
on conferences, openings and news from IIID.
2. A new master’s programme in Information Design will
start at Universidad Anáhuac Poniente in August 2015.
It was launched on April and this is the third graduate
programme in the country. Universidad Anáhuac expects
to have at least 13 students for the first generation. The
programme is designed based in Case studies and directed
to satisfy industrial and enterprises needs.
3. We are organising an Information Design lecture
and seminar that will be held at Universidad Autónoma
Metropolitana Cuajimalpa at the beginning of July. The event
is called Data as Narrative. Narrative as Data. Thoughts on
Information Design. Emeritus Professor Kris Lenk (RISD)
and Professor Jan Kubasiewicz (director of Dynamic Media
Institute (DMI) and MassArt in UMass in Boston) will be in
charge of the lecture and seminars.

Audience view of the event.

4. The third generation of the Master´s programme in
Information, Design and Communication at Universidad
Autónoma Metropolitana Cuajimalpa will present their
final project on October. Students have worked in
interdisciplinary teams (technology, communication
strategies and information design).
5. Several hackathons have been organised in Mexico City.
I participated as jury in Global Urban Data Fest Mexico.
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JORDAN: Essam Abu Awad

General Assembly Meeting of the members of Middle East
Design Educators Associations elected a new board that will
remain active until 2017
The Members of the 2015–2017 MEDEA Board of
Directors are: Essam Abu Awad, President (Jordan) Dina
Faour, Vice President (Dubai) Dina Qatan, Secretary
General (Saudi Arabia) Cordula Peters, Treasurer (Saudi
Arabia), Muneera Spence, Communication Chair (Qatar),
Julia Townsend, Sponsorship Chair (Dubai) Diane Mikhael,
Publication Chair (Lebanon), Denielle Emans, Website Chair
(qatar), Marcella A. Kulchitsky, Programing Chair (Kuwait
Excellent team to continue the path taken three years ago.
To the newly elected compliments and best wishes!
The 2015–2017 Board of Directors is made up of
individuals embodying a cross-section of skills and
experiences, with Members coming from a range of
geographical regions, good gender representation and
balance of the core membership sectors. “Founded in
2008, the Middle East Design Educators Association
serves as an inspirational and informational platform
for design educators in the Middle East. Sign up and
become a member. In strategic partnership with AIGA,
MEDEA provides an opportunity to share ideas, methods,
challenges and opportunities, and to foster dialogue
between the design industry and those who educate the
next generation of designers.,”

1st Annual Jordanian Design Educators Conference at the
Applied Science University
The Faculty of Art and Design at the Applied Science Private
University in collaboration with MEDEA (The Middle East
Design Educators Association) welcomed design educators
from across JORDAN to the “The State of Design Education
and the Future” conference held on December 24, 2014.
The conference has been one of the major initiatives
of MEDEA’s growth and engagement in the region. This
conference aimed at bringing together leading design
educators to discuss how to improve design education in
Jordan. Under the Patronage of Professor Mahfouz Joudeh,
president of Applied Science University, the Jordanian
Educators came together to revisit andre-shape the future
of design education in Jordan.
The presentations, round table discussions and working
sessions explored how design curricula and classrooms
have been evolving and the importance of how design
schools embrace new models of collaboration and
interdisciplinary education. Educators shared valuable
innovative inputs and brought novelty into the discussion
on how to sustain the continuous learning of Art and
Design Educators. The main sessions focused on four
general categories: Curriculum development; faculty
developments; design education outcomes pertaining the
market;and the future of design education. The discussion
platform provided the opportunity to share design
educators’ opinions and perspectives on issues affecting
design education praxis. Participants from 12 universities
discussed the future of design educations and the teaching
subject matters to future designers. In various sessions,
design educators have examined the best ways of holding
their strength in keeping design teaching into account.
The conference exhibited and shared a broad spectrum
of design and research that highlights innovation in design
education through a focus on design industry, design
institutions and technology.
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ASU/FAD OPEN DAY
On April 27, Faculty of Art and Design held its annual Open
Day. Celebrating World Design Day (WDD) is an opportunity
to recognize design and its capacity for change in the
world, students engaged themselves in numerous activities
such as exhibitions lectures, seminars, experiments, and
quizzes. There was high interest in attending lectures by
design experts talking about design issues.
Among the three lecturers was Professor Ashraf Khatat.
from interior design department who introduced his paper
in a talk entitled The Ethics in Interior Design Practice.
Two lectures given by lecturer Fadi Abdullah in which he
discussed the role of the designer in creating a corporate
identity manual and the second lecture by Lina Farah
discussed Fostering Creativity and Innovation. Design annual
students exhibition was inaugurated by Professor Mahfouz
Joudeh , president of Applied Science Private University. A
high point of the year for Faculty of Art and Design is the
Student Design Exhibition. The exhibition annually highlights
exceptional artwork created by FAD interior and graphic
design students over the recently completed academic
year.

Paper to be published in CGP: The Academic and Vocational
Status of Graphic Design in Jordan
Abstract: Graphic design is one of the most important
areas of creativity, in which art meets science through the
methodology of visual communication, and has infiltrated
the finest details of public and private life. Graphic design is
problem-solving through the use of type, space and image.
It has been noted in contexts from letterheads and business
cards to advertisements published in newspapers and
magazines, billboards and posters scattered in our daily
surroundings. Moreover, graphic design has become an
essential component of information displayed through digital
technology, such as the Internet, mobile phones and other
multimedia. Thus, this relatively modern specialization has
gained an increased importance, as a result of the technical and digital means that contribute to its production and

presentation to the public, on the one hand, and because it
is a part of the visual culture that improves and raises public
taste within the community, on the other hand. In fact, in
Jordan there is a history that goes back a long way when it
comes to graphic design. It began as a profession before
becoming an academic approach. It reflected positively the
transformation of printing press production mechanisms
and the significant development shown in the world of
computer and digital technology, as well as the means of
communication developed globally that have contributed effectively in sharing experiences and knowledge. Therefore,
the graphic designer is considered a key player in this field
– a professional artist, responsible for designing a range
of advertising media, digitally displayed, as well as books,
magazines, posters, billboards and packaging.
In light of the presence of multiple institutions that teach
graphic design at the academic or non-academic level in
Jordan, in addition to the lack of studies related to the
academic and vocational status of graphic design in Jordan,
it is important, in my view, to focus on this specialization
and discuss its academic and professional pillars. Also, it
is necessary to study its contradictory relationship with the
actual size of the market. However, this study, along with
my professional practice in graphic design since 1986, as
well as my transition to academic work in 1999, provides
me with the opportunity for a careful reading of the professional and academic status of graphic design, to identify
the graphic designer, his role and characteristics, as well
as the strengths and weaknesses in both the academic and
vocational sectors of this field.
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BELGIUM: Karel van der Waarde

Academia/Education
Most undergraduate graphic design courses pay some
attention to information design, but there is no generally
agreed structure or contents. Information Design is taught
at Master level in Eindhoven (The Design Academy) and in
Brussels (LUCA) .
http://www.designacademy.nl/Study/Master/General/
InformationDesign.aspx
http://www.luca-arts.be/en/graphic-design-master-degreevisual-arts-sint-lukas-campus-brussels
Bob Horn (Stanford University) was invited to host a ‘Muralthon’ contest in which students from different schools
worked together to visualize ‘the circular economy’. These
short courses seem to be very enjoyable, motivating, and
effective. http://www.infomuralslab.info/
There is also a 2 million euro funding for 9 projects between
2010 and 2017 related to ‘understandable language’.
The projects have topics like ‘understandable financial
information’, ‘understanding health risks’, ‘web-based
election advice’, and ‘promoting healthier eating habits’.
Part of this project is the development of a database with
articles specifically about thess topics. Although the focus
is on text-comprehension, it proved impossible to ignore the
visual design of information.
http://www.nwo.nl/en/research-and-results/programmes/
comprehensible+language+and+effective+communication
Publications
Inge Gobert & Johan Van Looveren (Luca, Brussels)
published ‘Thoughts on Designing Information’. The book
contains 16 interviews and some thoughts on Information
Design education. A review appeared in Information Design
Journal .
http://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/de/thoughts-ondesigning-information

The PhD thesis of Annemarie Quispel ‘Data for all’ was
published on June 15th, 2016. It investigates how
professionals and non-professionals in design use and
evaluate information visualizations.
https://lectoratenakvstjoost.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/
data_for_all_annemarie_quispel.pdf
Professional practice
Several larger communication firms work on information
design projects, but there are very few companies who
focus only on information design only. Examples are
EdenSpiekermann (Amsterdam) and Firmm (Vijfhuizen).
http://www.edenspiekermann.com/
http://firmm.nl/
There are several companies who enter new grounds that
are closely related. As an example, the Argumenten Fabriek
https://www.argumentenfabriek.nl/en
Although there is no recognized information design
specialization in Belgium and the Netherlands, it is often
discussed in the political domain. The design of the ballot
forms for elections and referenda on paper, the discussion
about electronic voting, the need for understandable
information about financial services are just some examples
were information designers are directly affected, or directly
influence, national political decisions.
Conferences
Since 2008, there is an annual one-day Infographics
conference in Zeist (The Netherlands).
http://www.infographicscongres.eu/
http://www.infographicscongres.eu/#!line-up-2008-2015/
c4tdc
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Awards
Paul Mijksenaar initiated the ‘Design for function’ award. The
first winner in 2011 was awarded posthumously to Edward
N. Hines (1870-1938). He conceived the white centerline on
tarmac roads about 100 years ago. The second winner was
Hugo Bollen in 2013. He designed a system for wayfinding
for cyclists that makes cycling routes clear and the use of
maps unnecessary. And in 2015 the designers of the IKEAprinted assembly-instructions received the award.
https://paulmijksenaarfoundation.wordpress.com/over-destichting/foundation/
https://paulmijksenaaraward.com/sfpm/
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FINLAND: Stefania Passera

I would like to report that Finland will have its first MA
major in information design, starting next academic year
(2016/17). While there have been several master and
bachelor level courses contributing from different angles
to information design, at different institutions and different
departments (design, media, computer science, etc.), this
is the first time a “formal” major in information design exists
in the country.
Interview with Zach Dodson
Aalto University’s School of Art, Design and Architecture
We are very excited to hear about the new master
major in Information Design at Aalto University. Is
it correct that this is the first specialized major on
information design in Finland? When is it starting?
As far as I know, it is the first. It’s a very important, and
quickly growing field. Despite this, no university in Finland
currently provides a comprehensive set of courses in
information design, let alone a major. Aspiring professionals
in the field not able to travel abroad to study have so
far mostly been limited to a small number of specialized
courses in a few universities and self-learning. I hope our
major speaks to the need for good Information Design
teaching in Finland.
What led to the decision to launch this new
specialization? And why right now?
Although I’m not specialized in Information Design, as Head
of Education for my Department, I quickly realized that the
Department of Media as a whole was already well-suited
to teach Information Design. Many courses were already
in place, and we consider it one of the strengths of our
programme. So we though: why not reinforce what we are
already doing well, and build on the good foundation of
Information Design we have at Aalto with a new major?
It has been estimated that humanity doubles its data
every two years. The demand for design solutions for
visual presentation of information is driven by, among

other things, this rapid expansion of available data, and
the accompanying growth in computational capability
to process it. Information design is a competence with
applications far beyond the traditional design professions.
It finds use also in, for example, science and engineering,
business intelligence, journalism, and the civil service.
Did you see lots of interest for information design
among students in the recent years? Was this a factor
in launching this new major? Or was the process
driven more by the interests of the faculty?
Yes, there has been lots of interest from students. In Visual
Communication and Media studies, to be sure. But also
from outside the Department of Media. Visual presentation
of data is important to many fields now. The faculty
recognized the strength we had here, and how we could be
among the first to specialize in Information Design. Other
top universities house some of the best-known degree
programmes in information design and data visualization
around the world. The University of Reading offers 12- and
24-month MA programmes in Information Design. The Royal
College of Art in London and Northeastern University in
Boston offer similar programmes. Universities that don’t
offer a single degree programme in information design, but
a wide selection of relevant courses, and from which many
of the field’s top professionals graduate include Stanford
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University
of Konstanz and University of Miami. We believe Aalto is well
positioned to join the institutions with a dynamic programme
of our own.
Information Design students will emerge from the
programme with skills allowing them to work in publication
design, visual/data journalism, geoinformatics, and data
analysis. After graduation the student is qualified to work
as an information designer, either independently or within a
design agency or other organization. The graduate can also
work as a design director, graphics editor, or in another
managerial role. The skills learned in the major can be
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combined with other studies to qualify the student for a job
in a related field, such as cartography, interaction design
or service design. The students also acquire skills required
for academic research. The programme will include courses
such as Dynamic Visualization Design, Critical Design, and
Interactive Visualization.
We have partnered on the annual Visualizing Knowledge
conference, which has been very successful in the last
few years. So definitely there is an ever-growing interest
about Information Design in Finland, even though we aim at
having a truly international programme.
Aalto University is known as an institution that
strongly pushes for multidisciplinarity. How will you
integrate this principle in the information design
programme? Do you plan to establish collaborations
across schools and departments?
Information design is at its core a highly interdisciplinary
field, combining skills from graphic design, interaction
design, computer science, statistics, geoinformatics,
journalism, and more. At the intersection of design,
business and technology, Aalto University is uniquely
positioned to provide the eclectic mix of expertise needed
for teaching the topic.
The core of our major will be the visual presentation
of information that fosters efficient and effective
communication. Information design also intersects with
most fields of science, technology and business, so there
are many opportunities for collaboration with other Aalto
courses and programmes. One of the aims of the major is
that each student’s personalized curriculum will include a
portion of courses taught in other departments, and that
students from other departments will take part in courses
taught within our Information Design major as well.
We are also actively searching for experts not currently
at Aalto to come and teach courses and workshops on
Information Design here.

The Aalto University’s Master in Visual Communication,
Major in Information Design, starts in Fall 2016.
Applications are open now through January 15th, and the
first class of students will start in the Fall of 2016.
For more information: graphicdesign.aalto.fi
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News and events from Finland
An information design project, “Arts and Culture in Helsinki”, won gold in the category “Publications” at the Vuoden
Huiput, the Finnish best of the year in graphic design. The
winning entry, designed for the City of Helsinki Cultural Office by Jonatan Hildén, Juuso Koponen, and Tommi Kovala,
is in English and freely available online: http://issuu.com/
tietokeskus/docs/arts_and_culture_in_helsinki_issuu
Aalto University will organize its traditional “Tieto Näkyvaksi
/ Visualizing Knowledge” seminar on information design
on18th September. The keynotes for this year will be
freelance designer Stefania Posavec and Robert Simmon,
a data visualizer who worked almost 20 years at NASA’s
Earth Observatory. Information and tickets: http://tietonakyvaksi.fi/
Helsinki University organized a one-day seminar on visual
communication in April, as part of their Social Media Seminar Series. Some presentations touched on information
design topics.
Courses and education
Hildén, Koponen and Kovala are also organizing once a
year a master-level course in information design at Aalto
University. The topic of this year’s course was “Choose a
subject that fits under the topic ‘conflict’. Study your subject
and find a way to explain and represent it visually”. The
students’ works can be seen at http://informaatiomuotoilu.
fi/2015/02/conflict-student-works-from-our-course-inaalto2014/.
I started talking with several lecturers and designers to
better understand what is done in Finland in terms of information design education. The initial findings are:
–– There is no dedicated master or specialization in information design
–– Usually, graphic design programs include one course
in information design (e.g.at Aalto University and
Lahti Institute of Design, which are also the schools
explicitly using the term “information design” for their
respective courses). Some overlapping topics are also
taught under different disciplines, for instance UI/UX,

data visualization (in computer science or new media
programs), and even under the umbrellas of statistics or
real estate/cartography.
–– There has been rising interest in information design in
Finland for the past decade. Finland is undergoing a
generation change where the traditional style of design
education is being joined by information design and
similar approaches. In graphic design programs there is
more attention to new media and digital design, and several new media programs have flourished at university
and polytechnic level.
–– There is a growing interest in information design among
students and young practitioners. Many expressed the
wish to specialize in the field in their professional life.
–– Several lecturers feel that there is a need for more
comprehensive and structured education on information
design topics.
Professional Field
I also started seeking and talking with professionals interested in information design in order to better understand how
the field looks like and how information design is produced:
It is problematic lo make a list of “who does information
design in Finland”. Firstly, few individuals, freelancers and
working groups (e.g. Miska Knapek, Janne Aukia, Jan Wolski, Eemeli Nieminen, Hilden+Koponen...) are self-marketed
as designers specialized in the field. Secondly, many larger
design agencies produce, among other types of work, also
information design work.
It is also important to consider that Finland is a very technological country. Plenty of information design and dataviz
work could be done as part of larger digital service design,
data analysis or app design (an example is the banking app
Pivo, designed by consultancy Nordkapp, or the work done
by the agency Steep, specialized in location-based services.
Wellknown digital service consultancy Reaktor recently
developed an internal data science team...). They might not
call it information design, because it is part of something
broader, but visualization is on the rise a bit everywhere,
riding the bigger wave of digitalization.
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Newspapers and TVs produce own information graphics
and diagrams, usually through own internal teams. Hannu
Kyyriäinen has been doing good work for the magazine
Suomen Kuvalehti, while the visual department of the national newspaper Helsingin Sanomat occasionally produces
something remarkable, with some solid (yet not flashy) work
done often for web content
There are a number of associations that could be liaised
with in Finland, for example:
–– Grafia (graphic design association, but usually not very
open minded with outsiders... for example, they never
reply to my emails);
–– Ornamo (Finnish Association of Designers);
–– IxDA Helsinki (Interaction Design Association);
–– STVY (Finnish Technical Communications Society)

Next actions
I plan to continue talking to/interview informally other professionals and lecturers interested in information design. At
the moment, I am following a snowball protocol, so starting
from people who are well known for their work and asking
further name recommendations from them. I would also like
to create an open network / Facebook group or similar to
keep an eye on what is going on and how it develops: in this
way, it might be easier to collect a crowdsourced event calendar and know what is going on outside of Helsinki (Finland
is a bit capital-centric in everything).
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NEW ZEALAND: Eden Potter

Since this is the first IIID WWR report from New Zealand,
I am giving an overview of the relevant professional and
educational organisations and their activities in New
Zealand. Others will be added in future as I come across
them.
The situation
New Zealand is a small, isolated country with a population
of nearly four and a half million people (Statistics NZ, June
2014). Its service sector makes up the bulk of its GDP,
while primary industry is important to its export markets.
The predominance of service sector activities means that
most of the information design-related activity in New Zealand happens in its three largest cities: Auckland, Wellington,
and Christchurch. While visualisation and infographics are
popular in print and online social media, a high proportion of
professional information design projects are commissioned
by government or scientific agencies, or are carried out in
user experience design agencies.
Academia/Education
In New Zealand, information design education is based in
the following fields:
· technical communication
· data and information visualisation
· user experience design
Technical Communication

Where: Christchurch Polytechnic (CPIT)
Course name: Graduate Diploma of Information Design
Overview:
120 credits total x six papers
Focusses on how to create quality content for print and
online documents through writing, editing, designing,
managing, and testing information design solutions.
Includes:
–– writing and editing
–– research techniques and communication theories
–– visual design

–– information management
–– user experience and user testing
Data and information visualisation

Where: AUT University School of Art & Design
Course name: Visualising Information
Overview:
60 credits total x four papers
A practical course applying processes for organising,
visualising, and communicating information to meet specific
audience needs.
–––
Where: AUT University School of Art & Design
Course name: 3D Visualisation
Overview:
60 credits total x four papers
Explores 3D digital data practices by using advanced
mapping and rendering techniques, as well as user interface
and visualisation methodologies.
–––
Where: Massey University
Course name: Information Design
Overview:
15 credits total x one paper
A practical course that explore design considerations
particular to managing complex information in order to
communicate through text, symbol, colour and form.
–––
Where: Massey University
Course name: Information Visualisation
Overview:
15 credits total x one paper
The course expands information design theory and practice
to translate complex information into precise and accessible
forms for specific audiences. User experience design
Where: Victoria University
Course name: User Experience Design
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Overview:
15 credits x one paper
Focusses on human-computer interaction, usability and
user experience, from requirements specification to design,
prototyping, and evaluation.
–––
Where: Massey University
Course name: User Experience Design
Overview:
15 credits x one paper
A practical course that moves from conceptual analysis to
the design, prototyping and implementation and evaluation
of user interfaces.
–––
Where: Optimal Experience (user experience consultancy)
Course name: UX Training Courses
Overview:
1 day to 1 week training courses.
Practical focus on:
–– User-centred design
–– Usability testing theory
–– Usability testing practice
–– Co-design
–– Information architecture
–– Introduction to consulting skills
Professional practice
While information design is practiced in many design
agencies as part of their service offer, there are a few for
whom information design is their core practice. This report
focuses on studios and agencies whose core practice is
infographic design and data visualisation. New Zealand also
has UX and Interactive design agencies whose focus is on
usability, and are therefore relevant to information design.
Information design, infographic design, and visualisation
–– The Infographers: Information design and infographics
–– Visory: Strategy infographics, document design, bid
winning infographics
–– dumpark: Specialising in data science and data visualisation.

UX/Interactive design agencies and usability consultancies
–– Terabyte: Audience-focussed online experience designers
–– Touchcast: Digital strategy, campaigns, experiential
events, content, and service design solutions.
–– Fracture: Digital strategy agency
–– Optimal Experience: User experience consultancy:
research and design
Organisations and associations
Relevant organisations inculde those involved with Plain
Language, Technical Communication, UX Design and accessibility, and professional design bodies.
–– TechCommNZ—Technical Communicators Association
of New Zealand (formerly TCANZ)
–– Writemark Plain English Standard: An organisation that
awards quality marks to documents written to a high
standard of plain English.
–– The User Experience Auckland Group—Auckland meetup group for Information Architects, Visual Designers,
Usability Experts, User Experience Designers, Interaction Designers, UI Developers
–– Be. accessible: Social change initiative and a holistic
framework for accessibility
–– The Designers Institute of New Zealand—Professional
body for and about New Zealand design
2015 Events
–– Conference: UX New Zealand, 28-30 October, Wellington, New Zealand
–– Best Design Awards, 09 October 2015, Auckland, New
Zealand
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CANADA: Gillian Harvey

This is an update on the status of information design
in Alberta:

–– Sheridan College Oakville, ON
–– Ontario College of Art and Design (OCAD) Toronto

Academia/Education
In Alberta, information design education seems to be based
in the following areas:
–– visual communication design
–– information architecture + user experience design
–– technical writing

Technical Writing
–– Technical Writing Extension Certificate: Mount Royal
University Calgary, AB
–– Technical Communication Certificate: Simon Fraser
University, Vancouver, BC
–– Technical Communications: Seneca College at York
University, Toronto, ON
–– Technical Communication, Vancouver Island University
–– Technical Writing, British Columbia Institute of Technology
–– Technical and Professional Writing, York University

In my list of programs I have only included 4 year bachelor’s
degree programs and graduate programs that have an
information design focus or include info des as a significant
focus of the program:
Visual communication design
–– Bachelor of Design and MDes, University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB
–– Macewan University Edmonton, AB
–– Bachelor of Communication—Information Design, Mount
Royal University Calgary, AB
There are several other smaller institutions/colleges/technical institutions which have excellent programs, but do
not have a focus on information design. There may be an
opportunity here.
–– Medicine Hat College, Medicine Hat, Alberta
–– Alberta College of Art + Design, Calgary, Alberta
–– NAIT, Edmonton, Alberta
Information Architecture + User Experience Design
–– Bachelor of Communication - Information Design, Mount
Royal University Calgary, AB
–– Bachelor of Design and MDes, University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB
–– Emily Carr University of Art + Design Vancouver, BC
–– Bachelor Program and Graduate Program, Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design (NSCAD University) Halifax
–– York University Toronto, ON
–– Ryerson University Toronto, ON

There is a complete listing of all institutions that offer a
graphic design/visual communication design program at
www.gdc.net
Professional practice areas
Many firms in Alberta have incorporated information design
as part of their work however their work typically falls under
the following categories: visual communication design,
signage and wayfinding and user experience and information architecture. For example, studios in Alberta may have
clients that largely come to them for graphic design, but the
odd project may be a form redesign. I could find very few
technical writers, even though there are quite a few colleges
and universities that have a program for technical writers.
Visual communication design
–– Psychometrics: www.psychometrics.com
–– The Met: www.themetagency.com
–– Curio: www.curiostudio.ca
–– Plumbheavy Design: www.plumbheavy.ca
–– Kyle Loranger Design Inc: www.kldesign.com
–– Graphos: www.graphos.ca
–– Vision Creative Inc: www.visioncreativeinc.com
–– Karo: www.karo.com
–– Calder Bateman: www.calderbateman.com
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Signage and wayfinding—often referred to as Environmental
Graphic Design
–– Cygnus: Wayfinding, Environmental Graphic Design,
Signage, Brand Implementation, Placemaking: www.
cygnusgroup.ca
–– companies who do signage and wayfinding also use
the term “placemaking”. This is a widely used term in
Canada now with anyone who builds things in the environment and often used by architects.
–– Bond Creative: Wayfinding, Environmental Graphic
Design, Signage: www.bondcreative.com
–– 02 Design: Trail Design/Interpretive Panel Signage:
www.o2design.com
User experience design + information architecture
–– UXGuys: User research and usability consulting: www.
uxguys.com
–– NForm: Strategy, design and evaluation for complex
digital products and services www.nform.ca
–– Critical Mass: www.criticalmass.com
Organizations and associations
GDC (Graphic Designers of Canada) www.gdc.net
Opportunity: starting up a speaker series in the fall and
could partner with IIID on an event theming it around info
design
MADE (Media Architecture Design Edmonton) www.joinmade.org
MADE is a forum for the discussion of media, architecture
and design. MADE supports the Edmonton creative community by hosting events, and providing opportunities for local
designers to explore new ideas and showcase their work.
Although I know many people on this Board, I have not
made contact with them yet about the IIID.
UX Edmonton: uxedmonton.com
UX Edmonton is the new hub for Edmonton’s User Experience community.They bring together designers, developers,
researchers and analysts from all industries and professions
who share an interest in user experience.
Edmonton Wayfinding Society: www.edmontonwayfindingproject.com

Started out as a project, and has turned into a Society, the
EWP’s mandate is to further good wayfinding and signage
design in Edmonton. It is a volunteer organization that
brings together designers, developers, writers and analysts
from all industries and professions who share an interest in
good wayfinding.
Registered Graphic Designers: www.rgd.ca
The Association of Registered Graphic Designers (RGD) is a
hub for the graphic design community, promoting knowledge sharing, continuous learning, research, advocacy
and mentorship. There is an opportunity to set up a cross
promotional partnership with the RGD. This to be discussed
further in the next few months with their Communications
and Development Coordinator. We can promote IIID events
in RGD Word and DesignThinkers e-newsletters
Some recent RGD initiatives related to information design:
–– In the 2015 Student Awards program, there is an Award
dedicated to Information Design. They will produce a
printed book of the work in late 2015. Currently the
Awards are only open to students in Canada, but this
may change in the future.
–– Data visualization expert Manuel Lima as a presenter at
DesignThinkers 2015, taking place November 12 & 13
in Toronto. If the IIID was willing to promote the event,
we would be happy to offer IIID members the discounted
Group/Org Member rate to attend.
–– Manuel Lima will also be a keynote presenter at our
third annual Design Educators Conference, taking place
in Toronto on November 14.
–– RGD presents case studies on our website and in our
email newsletter, including the occasional information
design projects. Some examples here: Macmillan infographic for Smart Enterprise Exchange; Print piece for
Canadian Partnership Against Cancer by Pivot and TTC
signage.
Other Considerations / Opportunities
Design Exhibitions: Design Latitudes at the University of
Alberta, Edmonton, was an exhibition mapping the innovations, influences and future directions of design studies in
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the north. The exhibition ran from May 12 to June 6, 2015
at the Fine Arts Building Gallery on the University of Alberta
campus and showcases 59 submissions including information design submissions by:
–– Hay River Regional Health Centre: Wayfinding and Multiple Languages in Northern Communities. Bob Robertson
VCD + Consulting
–– Northern Cities Infographics. Genevieve Ongaro, Sophia
Park, Kim vander Helm, Jillan Watts, Katrina Whiteman,
Deprise Hutton + Susan Colberg
–– The Edmonton Wayfinding Society (Gillian Harvey, Ryan
Wayne, Alexa Guse, Michael Parillas)
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CANADA BC: Katherine Gillieson, PhD

The following is a list of organizations and people, along
with a couple of relevant information design projects.
People & Organizations
Simon Fraser University
Fred Popowich: Professor, School of Computing Science,
Simon Fraser University; Director, Vancouver Institute for
Visual Analytics (http://www.viva-viva.ca); Member, Institute
for Computing, Information and Cognitive Systems, University of British Columbia

Emily Carr University of Art + Design
Jorge Frascara: Jorge Frascara is Honorary Professor at
Emily Carr University, Professor Emeritus of the University
of Alberta (Edmonton, Canada), Fellow of the Society of
Graphic Designers of Canada and Advisor to the Doctoral
Program at the University IUAV of Venice.
Guillermina Noel: Sessional Faculty & Researcher, Faculty of
Design + Dynamic Media
Katherine Gillieson, Ph.D.: Associate Professor, Communication Design: Design + Dynamic Media

Lyn Bartram: Associate Professor, Chair, Graduate Program, School for Interactive Art & Technology

Christopher Hethrington: Associate Professor, Faculty of
Design & Dynamic Media. http://intrvls.com

Research interests:
–– information systems for sustainable living
–– interaction design for energy efficiency in the built
environment

The Vancouver Sun

University of British Columbia
Tamara Munzner: Professor, Department of Computer
Science, University of British Columbia, Imager Graphics,
Visualization and HCI Lab InfoVis Group
University of Victoria
Melanie Tory: Associate professor at the University of Victoria Director of the Visual Interaction Design (VisID) research
group.

Barry Saxifrage: Journalist for the Vancouver Sun specializing in visual representations of environmental issues
Visual Carbon: information graphics related to the environment http://www.saxifrages.org/eco/
Chad Skelton: Data journalist, writes a column called ‘The
Data Trail’ for the Vancouver Sun
http://vancouversun.com/author/chadskeltonvansun
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Events

Publication

Information+ Interdisciplinary practices in information
design and visualization June 16–17, 2016

Information design as principled action

The inaugural Information+ conference will bring together
researchers and practitioners in information design and
information visualization to discuss common questions and
challenges in these rapidly changing fields. Information+
will be held at Emily Carr University of Art + Design in
Vancouver, Canada. It will include three events: a two-day
conference (June 16–17), one-day hands-on workshop (June
18), and an exhibition of information design and visualization
projects (June 17–July 30).
Our keynote speakers are: Dr. Colin Ware, director of the
Data Visualization Research Lab at the University of New
Hampshire, and author of several books including Visual
Thinking for Design, and Dr. Tamara Munzner, Professor
of Computer Science at the University of British Columbia
and author of Visualization Analysis and Design. Confirmed
speakers include Catherine D’Ignazio and Chad Skelton.
For further information and updates, please visit: www.
informationplusconference.com.
Information+ Partners
Ico-D International Council of Design
IDA–Information Design Association, UK
IDJ–Information Design Journal
IIID–International Institute for Information Design
SBDI–Sociedade Brasileira do Design da Informação

Edited by Jorge Frascara, Common Ground Publishing 2015
The twenty-eight authors of this book come from diverse
fields of design practice, but also from the study of cognition and language, forming a volume that deals with theory,
history, practice, and education. The case studies included
cover information about medicines, government regulations,
the integration of design and writing, information design for
mobile systems, typography for users with special needs,
the facilitation of learning and memory, maps, and data
visualizations, among other topics. Experts with several
decades of practice report alongside younger designers
on research and design methods, processes, audiences,
objectives, and results.
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GREECE: Jenny Darzentas

One activity to report:
The University of the Aegean, Department of Product
and Systems Design, has just completed its semester of
programmed teaching on Information Design for Design
students.
The programme of the course is available in English online.
This year, for their course projects, the students undertook:
–– a short project (part of classwork)—developing a logo
for a MOOC on Accessibility,
–– a longer project (part of exams) a infographic/wayfinding brief for Chinese
Tourists who are older people and visiting the Greek island
of Syros for the first time. Students are required to produce
sample materials in addition to a report that details their
strategy for materials design as well as the proposed
distribution of the information design product and linking to
existing artefacts in the environment.

Each project is always a real-life project and this gives
students the opportunity to get feedback from the client.
For the client, there is opportunity for ‘free’ labour and the
chance to elaborate their ideas further with fourth year
design students, some of whom are already in practice.
If members would like to offer a design brief for consideration, then please contact the member for Greece
(jennyd@aegean.gr).
The course will be run again in the next summer semester
(February–May 2016) and
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USA: Judith Moldenhauer

Judith Moldenhauer is a member of a team of researchers
investigating the environmental and health impacts on the
residents of southwest Detroit of petcoke (a by-product
of oil production) that was piled along the Detroit River in
2013. She is involved with the design of communication
materials that will enable the residents and scientists
to work collaboratively that is based in community

participatory research and that fosters citizen science. She
and her colleagues presented their work on this project
at the 2015 Science of Team Science conference at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) in June 2015.

TAIWAN
TAIWAN: Tingyi S. Lin

From our side, we are very busy with many activities and
for World Design Capital 2016. Also, the design department
of NTUST will host an international conference for design
history and design studies. We welcome scholars and
practitioners to join us!
INDIA
INDIA: Rupesh Vyas

1) Awareness on Information Design and introduction of
IIID and its activity was done through Classroom lecture to
senior students of National Institute of Design (NID).

3) Information on Vision Plus 15 was published in my
own network as well as Institutes network, which is
approximately 3000+ connections.

2) Paper Presentations and Poster presentations submitted
from NID community, out of 4/5 submissions, 2 of them
are selected for 20 minutes presentation and 2 for Poster
Presentation.

4) Discussions for future workshops as well as possible
Vision Plus on specific domains of Banking and Finance.
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JAPAN: Andreas M. Schneider

The Japanese government announced in early June 2015 to
standardize pictograms related to disasters.
Mr Yukio Ota, eminent scholar and international activist
promoting visual language particularly in Transport,
Health and Safety since the early 60’s, has been lobbying
relentlessly government bodies and related associations
to agree and support open- source standards to improve
public communications. Since the 2011/3/11 catastrophe
in the Tohoku area of Japan, he intensified his efforts to
develop solutions that save lives and reduce damage
through coordinated design- interventions. Bringing together
volunteers and partners of the disaster prevention and
management industries he conducted various on-site
evaluations to better understand the issues of guidance
in situations of great distress. See also: http://www.
signdesignsociety.co.uk/images/Articles/Evacuationguidance/Signs-for-Life.pdf

The 2011 experience taught however, that helping people
to escape to save places requires more than visual
signage. Although carefully considered when installed under
normal conditions, some of the escape routes led people
to dead ends. Standardization of pictograms is certainly
a laudable step, yet that should not mask the fact that
reducing the effects of sudden disasters starts with the built
environment, training of environmental and social awareness
from a very early age onwards, communal coherence and
engagement - and of course communications through all
possible channels. We all can improve our preparedness
and competence by using emergency exits/routes
whenever possible. Exploring these normally ignored
paths not only teaches us the backside of our familiar
environment. These are opportunities to improve, and call
those responsible, when escapes are blocked or do lead
to ambiguous decision points that can not be tolerated in
moments of disaster.
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DENMARK: Annegrete Mølhave

The first regional report from denmark is introductiory in
nature. During the following reports I will provide more detail
with each theme as my contact with the different institutions
develop.
Education
Denmark (population 5.5 mio) has two design schools and
they both include information design at some level in their
activitites.
The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation
I am currently developing contacts to this University and
will report back in more detail on the curriculum for the BA
and MA in Visual design. The university have the follwing ID
related research clusters (I am awaiting reply from these
centres with more detail on ID related activities):
–– Institute of design, research cluster: Visual Orientation
Research in type design focused on functional and aesthetic aspects of type design and research in wayfinding
about general behavioral processes.
–– CITA: Centre for Information Technology and Architecture innovative research environment exploring the
emergent intersections between architecture and digital
technologies. CITA seeks to investigate how the current
forming of a digital culture impacts on architectural
thinking and practice by examining technology transfers
between highinnovative industries, that stand on front
edge in the development of new digitalised designs- and
production tools.

Design School Kolding
I am currently developing contacts to this University and will
report back in more detail on the curriculum for the BA and
MA in Communication design. The university currently have
two ID related PHD students:
–– Pia Pedersen: Article-based PhD project examining the
role of designers in data visualisation, i.e. the visual
presentation of statistical information.
–– Sidse Ansbjerg Bordal: Constraints in Design Processes
- an investigation of problems and potentials relating to
design methodology
Design associations
The main design association is Design Denmark
Design denmark is an alliance of designers, design thinkers
and design businesses, working to promote design in business and society.’ They do not currently include ID related
themes in their activities.
Business
This is a very brief update on activity at one company. I
will expand as I receive replies from other companies that I
have contacted.
Kontrapunkt—the biggest design company Denmark
–– A new way finding system to integrate public transport
in Copenhagen area: http://www.kontrapunkt.com/
work/public-transport-collaboration
–– An engaging exhibition about the Danish democracy
in the Parliament building. Educational, with imagery,
interactive media platforms and short films. http://www.
kontrapunkt.com/work/folketinget
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USA: Wes Ervin

I am focusing my efforts on developing professional/institutional contacts and potential IIID partners in the Miami
area. Miami has become a world-class center of the design
professions, including information design/data visualization.
In addition, Miami is a design hub for Latin America as well.
Education
School of Communication at the University of Miami: Prof.
Alberto Cairo teaches Visual Journalism in the School of
Communication at the University of Miami and is author of
Infografía 2.0: Visualización interactiva de información en
prensa (2008), The Functional Art: an Introduction to Information Graphics and Visualization (2012) and The Truthful
Art: Data, Charts, and Maps for Communication, to be
published 2016. More at http://www.thefunctionalart.com/
School of Communication at the University of Miami
Miami Gov Jam
June 10-11.2015: Gov Jam is a global event that is dedicated to finding new and creative ways to improve how governments deliver their services. Teams around the world will
work on the same problem for two days. The Miami event is
sponsored by the Miami Chapter of the AIGA. For more info
see: www.miamigovjam.com
The Miami GovJam was a unique and rewarding experience.
The two-day design “jam session” was held at the Wynwood Warehouse Project, a co-op work space/gallery for
community artists in the Art District of Miami. The theme of
the event was “Unlocking Government Access.” I registered
as a representative of the IIID; I also represented the Health
Care District of Palm Beach County. Now in its third year,
the Gov Jam has become a global event. There were more
than 40 “GovJam” events taking place simultaneously in 37
cities – in North America, South America, the UK, Europe,
the Middle East, the Far East, and Australia. All the jams
worked on the same global theme. As the event proceeded,
Tweets and postings from all over the world were projected
onto a giant screen. The Miami event maintained a con-

stant Skype connection with our “sister” team in Bogota,
Columbia. The Miami event drew nearly 40 participants,
including representatives from the Miami--Dade County
Government, the City of Homestead (Miami-Dade County),
the City of Sunrise (Broward County, FL), the Miami Council
for International Visitors, and the Health Care District of
Palm Beach County. The not-for-profit organizations included
the Miami Symphony, Design Thinking Miami, and The Miami
Foundation.
In addition, there were a number of independent designers,
design/strategy firms, and the Social Labs Interactive meetup group in Miami.
The Concept
The model for the event is a musical “jam session,” where
individuals with different backgrounds and experiences
who share the same passion for creativity gather to play
together. The event sponsors – WorkPlayExperience (a
service design consultancy based in Nürberg, Germany) –
orchestrate the global network with a light touch. They set
the annual theme, and then let local groups volunteer to run
the events according to the Values and Rules of the GlobalJam. The first GovJam was held in Australia in 2012. Since
then, there have also been Sustainability Jams and Service
Delivery Design Jams.
The Host and Sponsors
The Miami event was hosted by Contexto, a strategy consultancy in Miami. The sponsors included the Miami Chapter of
the American Institute for Graphic Artists, Florida International University’s School of International and Public Affairs,
and others. The cost for the Miami GovJam was minimal
– less than US$50 for the two-day event, which included
breakfast and lunch.
The Methodology
The Jams are dedicated to promoting user-centered design.
The event opened with videos from WorkPlayExperience
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which explained – using cartoons and comedian actors –
the basic propositions of Information Design. They succeeded in making our whole ponderous methodology look
intuitive, fun, and simple.
The Team Projects
We were then divided into three teams. Each team brainstormed a project that would help promote access to
government. The projects were:
1. Promoting “carpooling” to help reduce congestion on
the Miami roadways. The prototype would be a web
site/phone app that connects drivers with passengers.
2. Helping new arrivals to Miami get connected to residents who share the same interests. The prototype
would be a web site that connects a “newbie” to volunteers who must be registered with the sponsor.
3. A guide to the City of Sunrise. The prototype would be a
web site that provides information about local government services but also lets users “rate” the service they
receive and provide other forms of feedback that would
hopefully motivate underperforming departments to
improve.
Prototype Building
In these Jams, participants build actual prototypes of solutions, rather than make a presentation about the solution.
We were free to use our computers, but the prototype had
to be constructed using low-tech kindergarten “tools” – paper, cardboard, glue, string, scissors, crayons, and sticky
notes.

By the afternoon of the first day, the teams were already
mapping the high-level design.

We then started building the storyboards and wireframes for
each web page.
The simple tools made rapid prototyping easy, fast and fun.
User Testing
We then tested our working prototypes. Members of one
team would test the work of another. We weren’t allowed
to explain anything or coach the tester; if the diagrams and
components weren’t intuitive, and a tester got confused or
lost, we had more work to do.

We first had to develop a conceptual design of the prototype.

On the second day, teams tested each other’s prototypes.
A videographer recorded their responses to identify weak
spots.
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Final assembly

For more information

Our deadline to finish our prototypes was 2:00pm on the
second day. All components had to be “assembled” into the
complete package. Each team then presented the working
prototype to the group (and also to the group in Bogota).

To learn and see more about the Miami GovJam,
visit: www.MiamiGovJam.com
For news and photos of other jams around the world,
visit: www.GovJam.org
The Twitter hashtag: #GGovJam

The team that built the Sunrise City Site (called “TruCity”)
presented the screens in flip-chart format.

The team that developed the web site to connect newcomers with community volunteers presented a deck of more
than 50 wireframes.
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NORWAY: Ole Lund

Educational programmes

Organizations and events

The Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) offers a three years hybrid graphic design /
information design programme, BA Media Design, which
includes modules in typography, editorial design, information graphics, interaction design, information architecture,
and wayfinding design. The programme accepts a limited
number of English speaking Erasmus exchange students.

The Norwegian Centre for Design and Architecture (DOGA;
similar to the Design Council in the UK), the Norwegian
interest organisation for graphic designers and illustrators
(GRAFILL), and the special interest group Yggdrasil of
the Norwegian Computer Society, all occasionally offer
workshops or seminars about information visualization or
information graphics. The Yggdrasil special interest group
also organizes the annual two-day Yggdrasil-conference on
interaction design and user experience.

NTNU also offers a two years MA Interaction Design programme (taught in English, open to international applicants,
no tuition fee), and from 2017 a three years BA Interaction
Design programme. Interaction design is also offered as
a specialization (a major) as part of NTNU’s integrated
five years master’s programme in industrial design. The
Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO) also offers
interaction design as a specialization: Either as a variety of
its two years master’s programme in design or as part of its
integrated five years master’s programme in design (both
varieties with roots in industrial design while leaning towards
service design).

The Norwegian Computer Society also accommodates a
special interest group on technical communication.
Last, but not least: The local group in Oslo of the international Interaction Design Association (IxDA) has a large
following and is very active.
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COLOMBIA: Mario Fernando Uribe O.

This report is a summary about the development of the displine of Design in Colombia. This document will be divided
into three items in order to make it more understandable,
these are: education, projects and professionals.
Context
Colombia is a country located in the northwestern region
of South America. In the present day, it has over 48 million
habitants, distributed in the capital city: Bogota DC, and in
its two secondary cities: Medellín and Cali. This country is
recognized worldwide for being one of the leaders of coffee
exportation, flowers and other agricultural products; Also,
it provides a good level of education for college students
majoring in engineering and basic sciences. However, there
are some specialized institutions in regards of humanities
and communication fields. This with the aim to educate
undergraduates and graduate professionals, whose level of
creativity is quite high. Which is very important because that
enables them to innovate in different areas of their careers.
According to the National Observatory, today the country
has 55,205 graduates in Fine Arts and related areas. This
means 3.4 % of the student population in Colombia. In the
state of Valle del Cauca, there are about 4,000 professional
graduates on the area of Design, especially on Information
Design, Illustration and Visual Arts.
On the other hand, Santiago de Cali is the capital city of the
state of Valle del Cauca. It is located in the southwestern of
Colombia. Autonoma de Occidente is a college from there.
Its Faculty of Communication has a program of Graphic
Design specialized in Communication. According to the Observatory for Superior Education, anually, this institution and
the discipline of Communication of Graphic Design graduate
about 150 professionals projected in different areas of
knowledge and professional integrity.
Education
This chapter will be emphasized on the discipline of Design
in Colombia education and its descriptions toward different
programs institutions generally offer.

Universidad de los Andes
Design in Uniandes: This is an undergraduate program
only, where trained holistic, cultural, dynamic and unconcerned-to-different-social-environments profesionals are
graduated. Thru this educational method, students and interdisciplinary projects get to become active through practice,
where also creativity is the original solution to problems.
Faculty: Design department
Undergraduate program name: Design
Duration: 9 semesters
Universidad Autónoma de Occidente
Design in UAO: This is a professional design program that
looks for generating solutions to communication problems,
images and shapes. This is accomplished through their
proyectual exercises, and methods to display creativity,
where communication and technology are mechanisms to
generate new realities.
Department: Faculty of Journalism
Undergraduate program name: Design of the Graphic
Communication
Duration: 10 semesters
Universidad de Caldas
Visual Design in UNICALDAS: The main objective of this
undergraduate program is to train professionals able to
diagnose and solve problems of visual communication by
projection and creation. This is fulfilled thru their different
Design aspects of shape, functionality, interactivity and perception, in conjunction with the application of concepts and
technologies toward diverse images, and their response to
the environment requirements.
Faculty: Departamento de Diseño Visual
Undergraduate program name: Visual Design
Duration: 10 semesters
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Jorge Tadeo Lozano University
Graphic Design in Jorge Tadeo Lozano University: Here,
Graphic Design generates actions to problems of Visual
Communication. The graphic designer must be aware of the
professional competences and responsibilities that emerge
toward the demands of a potential customer, and the conventions of society.
Department: Faculty of Arts and Design
Undergraduate program name: Graphic Design
Duration: 8 semesters
Universidad Nacional de Colombia
Graphic Design en UNAL: The curriculum program of
Graphic Design deals with the study, creation, planning,
production and evaluation of elements and processes that
are perceived visually. It also serves as a vehicle for communication in a social context. Being that said, this program
deals with giving aesthetic value and functional messages, media and methods. Here, Graphic Design also acts
interdisciplinarily according to society needs, contributing to
the construction and enrichment of a visual environment and
cultural identity.
Departament: Faculty of Arts
Undergraduate program name: Graphic Design
Duration: 9 semesters
Universidad del Norte
Graphic Design en UN: With the excellence and quality that
characterize the Universidad del Norte, their Graphic Design
Program provides students with a complete training and
necessary knowledge for their performance in all areas of
their career.
Department: Architecture, urbanism and Design school.
Undergraduate program name: Graphic Design
Duration: 8 semesters
Pontificia Bolivariana University
Design in Pontificia Bolivariana: This program is focused
on the development of habilities in regards of observation,
inquiry, reflection, analysis and synthesis, in every sense,

from the investigation of the immediate environment to the
surrounding context of a graphic product. There, understanding the design is a systemic process, and the graphic
product is an element of a large network of human, technical, functional and environmental characteristics.
Department: Architecture and design school.
Undergraduate program name: Graphic design
Duration: 10 semesters
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana Cali
Design in Javeriana Cali: The design of Visual Communication is an intellectual, creative and technical activity that
seeks to solve communication problems visually. It goes
beyond creating simply images, instead, it requires work
analysis, organization and defining methods of presenting
comprehensive visual solutions
Department: Departament of Arts, Architecture and Design
Undegraduate program name: Design of the Visual Communication
Duration: 8 semesters

Subjects related with information design and infographics:
Orientation and Design
Information Workshops

Universidad Nacional de Colombia

Public Space Design

Unicaldas

Design of Signal Programs

Unicaldas

Information Design

Pontificia Universidad Javeriana Cali

Usability

Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana

Infographic module.

Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana

Arquigraphic production.

Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana

Design V Workshop

UAO

Sustainability

Uniandes

Data, Design and Communication

Uniandes
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Professionals

Projects

According to the infography of the Scene of Design in
Colombia made by the RAD (Academic Network Design),
where partial results of the survey made in August 2014
and October 2015 by the OTD were shown (Observatory of
Trends in Design). This is the reason now we can talk about
academic and job opportunities for designers.

According to the RAD (Academic Network Design), from
1998 to 2015, there were registered 52 investigation
groups in Colombia, focused on the discipline of Design,
where 641 Colombian researchers were part of them.

Of 497 people surveyed, 41% were students , 33% were
dependent designers, 13 % were independent designers,
7% were available designers and 5% were companies.
Furthermore, in Colombia there are currently 307 academic
programs focused on Design, whose categories are professional , technological and technical. In terms of postgraduate programs, there are around 13 deals that include
specialization, masters and doctorates.
Yet, according to different studies, we can deduce that currently, Design of the Industrial Product is the only undergraduate program that has more alumnus and students than any
other discipline (with a 43% - 63% respectively), the one
that follows is Graphic Design (with 39% - 29%), and then
Fashion design (with 15% - 7%), after those, the one that
follows is, Multimedia and Digital Design (with 1% - 0 % ) and
finally, Interior Design ( with 0% - 1%).
Concerning job opportunities, the cities with more professional designers are Bogota, Cali, Medellin, Bucaramanga,
Santa Marta, Manizales, Pasto, Pereira, Palmira, Ipiales,
Rionegro, Cartago and Buga. Regarding time to start to
work, 6% of the surveyers said that they spend between
nine months and one year, and the remaining 44% said that
since their graduation they were already employees. The
renumeration for designers varies from one to six minimum
wages.
Finally, the application of design is expanded in differetens
areas, such as industries and comercial fields, from agriculture to the pharmacist field. Still, every company applies
Design in a 51% of its processes.

Bogota is the city that leads the list with 202 researchers
distributed in different institutions. Manizales follows it with
around 200 researchers distributed in two groups, next
Medellin with 65 researchers distributed in four groups,
and finally Pereira with 54 researchers sorted up in three
differents groups.
The cities that has research groups in the discipline of
Design are Barranquilla, Bucaramanga, Cali, Palmira, Pamplona, Pasto, Popayán and Tunja. Moreover, 24 institutions
participated in a survey around the country to classify all
the groups registered in Colciencias and the participation of
each of them in the development of Design.
The investigation groups dedicated to the study of Graphic
Design and related areas
Name

belongs to

EIDON- Design Research

Fundación Academia de Dibujo
Profesional

Design, thought and creation

Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano

Nobus – Design Research

Universidad del Valle

Diseño, Technology and Culture

Universidad Católica de Pereira

Diseño, Image and
Communication

Universidad del Bosque

11 Workshop

Universidad Pedagógica y
Tecnológica de Pereira

Social Responsability with Design
in Colombia

Unihorizonte

GIACODI – Research in Arts,
Communication and Design
group.

Universidad Manuela Beltrán

New Media and Languages in the
Graphic Design.

Corporación Universitaria Autónoma
de Nariño

Development, Research and
Innovation in Design. DI&ID

Universidad del Valle
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Companies
Yet, it is neccesary to mention organizations that work in
the development of Information Design in the country, we
found out Industrias Cruce. This is a company recognized
for the design, production and mounting of platforms in
regards of signalize programs during more than 18 years.
They offer communication and functional solutions, reducing
environmental impact and compliance with national and
international standards to deliver high quality products.
Furthermore, they seek to reduce the excess of visual contamination in residential, comercial and public areas, by using languages and universal conventions understandable for
the tourist and the viewer. During their experience working
with international airports, they perceived that the signalize
for safety evacuations and rescuing were almost nonexistent, incomprehensible or they had low brightness. Those
aspects didnt allow an assertive understanding, rather, they
were generating anxiety in people when they were trying
to grasp complex spaces. Therefore, the main objective of
this company is to offer understandable, fresh, and simple
designs that enable people to feel more comfortable in a
unknown place.
Among their achieved projects of signaling remain:
–– El Dorado International Airport
–– José María Cordova International Airport
–– Olaya Herrera Airport
–– Carepa Airport
–– Porvenir Building
–– Museum of Modern Art of Medellin
–– Eafit University
–– Interllantas Offices of Medellin
–– Medellin Subway
–– Oviedo Mall
–– San Diego eye clinic
–– Unicentro Mal - Medellin

Aeropuerto Internacional El Dorado (Bogotá – Colombia)

Aeropuerto Internacional José María Cordova (Medellín – Colombia)

Museo de Arte Moderno (Medellín – Colombia)

Industrias Cruce. “Systems that reduce the complexity of
the environment” Phone: (574) 3330783
Mail: info@industriascruce.com
Web: http://www.industriascruce.com/
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Design, Interaction and Mediation Group (UAO)
On the other hand, the group Design, Mediation and Interaction that belongs to the undergraduate program of Design
of the Graphic Communication (Universidad Autónoma de
Occidente) works under two guidelines: first, design – representation and mediation, and second, desing – respresentation and interaction. Actually, the group is developing the
signalize redesing of the MIO (public transportation system),
the project is called: Integral improvement of the information system of the MIO (Massive Integrated of the West)
The aim to change the current signage system begins
comes of the need to make intelligible the space and make
better the mobility conditions. Focusing on the user, seeks
to grant a rationality in the system, raising routes, the

signals and the information system to make easier to the
people.
In the investigation group belongs the professors Ricardo
Castro, Jairo Norberto Benavides and Mario Fernando
Uribe, also three students in research intership and twenty
students of VI Workshop: Information Design. The project
has three phases: search, review and valoration phase analysis, variables phase and design, prototype and validation of graphic forms, to finally make the implementation.
Now, the project is in the last phase, that allows to know if
the new system is going to be a positive change and also if
this can improve the understanding of the information that
provides the system to the user.

Unpublished image

Source: http://www.mio.com.co/index.php/es/
rutas/mapa-de-rutas

Unpublished image

Universidad Autónoma de Occidente (Cali – Colombia)
Phone: 3188000 ext. 11521
Mail: diseno@uao.edu.co
Web
Unpublished image
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Dislumbra is another company related with Information Design in Colombia. It is recognized for a design lab focused
on the creation of effective solutions to the development of
Graphic, Advertising, Product and Industrial Design. In their
services catalog rests the Signaling Design to the Olympic
Stadium Pascual Guerrero and Chipichape, both in Santiago
de Cali. Also, they have worked with malls like (Palmetto
Plaza, Jardin Plaza, Cosmocentro, Unico) and public entities
(Corfecali, Coldeportes, Santiago de Cali Mayoralty.)
This organization is characterized by the simplicity and versatility in their products, always being focused on satisfying
the community requirements.

a wayfinding strategy; audit signaling in the city; signaling
formulation parts; preliminary location signals; cost estimates and the development of graphic standards manual.
The project was developed in a pilot area of Bogota, between two tourists attractions: Candelaria and International
Center.
During the process, the company worked with some tourism
experts, designers, town planners and architects, to make
a proposals that solve the touristic and location problems.
In the selected area was identified many religious, cultural
and administrative attractions. They made a connectivity
analysis and used a heat map to make the relationship of
the most visited areas (red) and less visited areas (blue).
They analyzed what were the best options to choose for
connection in the touristic places and found that 5 and 7
careers and Street 10 are the best places with urban and
architectural features, to implement the strategy.

Dislumbra
Phone: (+57 2) 3742330
Mail: info@dislumbra.com
Web: http://www.dislumbra.com/

Steer Davies Gleave is company that is sustained by a
shared inspiration. And it is this that fuels their ambition to
provide unrivaled advice that helps deliver better transport
solutions to everyone, everywhere.
The IDT (District Tourism Institute), entity that promotes
tourism in Bogota city, selected Steer Davies Gleave in
2010 to develop a signaling strategy in order to position
Bogota as one of the tourist destinations cities of South
America. The project scope consisted in the formulation of

Source: file images
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To conclude, the designer Camila Cardeñosa from Bogota
D.C. (Colombia) was the responsible to make the renewal of
all exhibits and signaling Gold Museumm, Colombia in 2008.
Based on the concept that this place hosts the biggest
world collection of prehispanic pieces of gold.

Golden Museum (Bogotá – Colombia)
Source: http://cargocollective.com/CamilaCardenosa/Museo-del-Oro
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